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(Experiment)(Writing) = Science 





Scene 
Draw 

Art 
See 







Mechanics of 
reading  

provide the 
bases 

for effective 
writing  

T



In engineering terms, tissue s is an example of a 
residual s. As such, putting the epidermis ine 
has been shown to play an important role in 
enhancing the resistance of the stem to bending. 
Tissue s is a stress integrated over (and acting 
upon) multiple cells, arising from large but fine-
scale fluctuations of s that occur at the sub-
cellular level, and involving compression of 
protoplasts and e in neighboring cell walls. At 
the level of a cell, tissue s represents the net s 
acting on that cell due to its neighbors; it disrupts 
the balance between cell wall e and protoplast 
pressure that would occur were the cell to be 
isolated.    



It was found that ET was higher in loamy soil than 
in sandy soil, under sufficient N supply than under 
low-N stress, and in rain-rich years than in rain 
shortage years. The higher ET in sufficient N supply 
compared to low-N stress resulted from the higher 
plant biomass but not leaf stomatal conductance and 
transpiration rate. There was a significant effect of 
year × soil × N on GY and WPgrain. The highest 
WPgrain was achieved in 2011 due to the lowest ET. 
Too much rainfall during seedling and silking stage 
did not benefit biomass accumulation and grain 
development, and potentially reduced WPgrain in 
2012 and 2013. Maize grown in loamy soil had 
higher GY and WPgrain than in sandy soil. 



Grammar 



Information flow



I was awoken this morning around dawn by the unmistakable smell of skunk. 
This morning around dawn, I was awoken by the unmistakable smell of skunk. 

I was awoken by the unmistakable smell of skunk this morning around dawn. 

This morning I was awoken by the unmistakable smell of skunk around dawn. 

This morning around dawn, the unmistakable smell of skunk woke me.  

This morning around dawn, a skunk woke me with its unmistakable smell.  



This morning around dawn, a skunk woke me with its unmistakable smell.  

Context Extra

Agent

Action

Recipient





•Write English based on how English is read. 
•Writing tells the story of your experiments. 
•Stories involve agents and actions. 
•Distinguish context from agents and action. 
•Keep agent, action, recipient close together. 



Four guides
to

clear writing



Gopen GD, Swan JA (1990) The science 
of scientific writing. American Scientist 
78: 550 - 558.

Williams JM
 Style, Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace. 

http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/pub/
the-science-of-scientific-writing



1. Express actions in verbs



1. Express actions in verbs

The dancer has a leap.

The dancer leaps.



1. Express actions in verbs

The dancer has a leap.

The dancer leaps.

NounVerb



1. Express the main action
in verbs

The dancer has a leap.

The dancer leaps.



1. Express the main action
in verbs

The cells experienced
an increase
in respiration



1. Express the main action
in verbs

The cells experienced
an increase
in respiration

The cells respired
more rapidly.



1. Express the main action
in verbs

The cells experienced
an increase
in respiration

The cells respired
more rapidly.



2. Use characters as 
                            grammatical subjects



2. Use agents as 
                            grammatical subjects



Exposing wire to acid causes degradation.



Exposing wire to acid causes degradation.
subject             verb       object

recipient agent              action   



Exposing wire to acid causes degradation.
subject             verb       object

recipient agent              action   

Acid degrades wire.



Exposing wire to acid causes degradation.
subject             verb       object

recipient agent              action   

Acid degrades wire.

subject  verb   object

agent   action   recipient    



What about "I" and "We"

Its all about me! 





3. The start of the grammatical sentence 
is the topic



The topic 
is

what the 
sentence is 

about



What is a clear sentence about?

•A doer (agent)
•Straightforward
•Short
•Readily comprehended
      (linking back)



4. The end of the sentence is
                                      stressed



This morning around dawn, I was woken  
up by the pungent smell of a skunk.  



This morning around dawn, I was woken  
up by the pungent smell of a skunk.  

I was woken up by the pungent smell of  
a skunk at two AM.  



What does a clear sentence 
stress?

•Recipient (goal)
•Complex
•Exciting
•Memorable



Topic ---> News.
Character ---> Action.

Topic --> News. Topic ---> News.Topic --> News.

NEWS --> TOPIC 
???? 



The power to create and communicate a new mes-
sage to fit a new experience is not a competence
animals have in their natural states. Their genetic 
code limits the number and kind of messages that 
they can communicate. Information about distance,
direction, source, and richness of pollen in flowers 
constitutes the only information that can be com-
municated by bees, for example. A limited reper-
toire of messages delivered in the same way, 
for generation after generation, is characteristic 
of animals of the same species, in all significant 
respects.



Animals are unable to create a new message to fit a 
new experience. Animal communication is limited 
by the genetic code, both in terms of the number 
and kind of messages. For example, bees can com-
municate information only about distance, direction,
source, and richness of pollen in flowers. A given 
species delivers a limited repertoire of messages 
in the same way, generation after generation.



Animals are unable to create a new message to fit a 
new experience. Animal communication is limited 
by the genetic code, both in terms of the number 
and kind of messages. For example, bees can com-
municate information only about distance, direction,
source, and richness of pollen in flowers. A given 
species delivers a limited repertoire of messages 
in the same way, generation after generation.



The power to create and communicate a new mes-
sage to fit a new experience is not a competence
animals have in their natural states. Their genetic 
code limits the number and kind of messages that 
they can communicate. Information about distance,
direction, source, and richness of pollen in flowers 
constitutes the only information that can be com-
municated by bees, for example. A limited reper-
toire of messages delivered in the same way, 
for generation after generation, is characteristic 
of animals of the same species, in all significant 
respects.



Fixed

Variable

Topic Stress
Short, simple, 

familiar
New, long, complex

Character Action

Subject Verb

Fixed

Variable



•Express the main action in verbs. 
•Use agents as grammatical subjects. 
•The grammatical sentence starts with 
                                                      the topic. 
•The end of the sentence is what is stressed. 



write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 



Read (English!) fiction



SPEAKING 





Your message  
here? 



• You are the show.   Your slides are backdrop. 
SPEAKING 



• You are the show. 
• Face the audience, always. 

SPEAKING 



• You are the show. 
• Face the audience, always. 
• Point wth your up-stage hand. 

SPEAKING 



• You are the show. 
• Face the audience, always. 
• Point wth your up-stage hand. 
• Mark begining, middle, and end. 

SPEAKING 



• You are the show. 
• Face the audience, always. 
• Point wth your up-stage hand. 
• Mark begining, middle, and end. 
• Project a positive vibe. 
 

SPEAKING 







Designing 









Big symbols

Helpful annotation

Descriptive name and units

Numbers
between
0.01 and 100









This format with a title up here and data below 
wastes space. 



http://www.hoylakejunction.com/friday-photo-busy-day-at-the-baths 



AMAZING STUFF 
• This is the induction of coolness
       provided that the square root of sausage = 5
• Intensifaction of the mean
• Auxin reveled to smoke in tripicate or quintuplicate.

BORING STUFF
• Peanut butter falsiification
• Lotus blossum shipping humongous containers
• Clams vote without rhyme or reason
• Lunch is a thing that makes the walrus scream

WACHSTUFF
• This is the induction of coolness
       provided that the square root of sausage = 5
• Intensifaction of the mean
• Auxin reveled to smoke in tripicate or quintuplicate.

RHUBARB 
• This is the induction of coolness
       provided that the square root of sausage = 5
• Intensifaction of the mean
• Auxin reveled to smoke in tripicate or quintuplicate.

MADE YOU LOOK
• Peanut butter falsiification
• Lotus blossum shipping humongous containers
• Clams vote without rhyme or reason
• Lunch is a thing that makes the walrus scream

LOOK AT ALL MY FAR OUT COOL DATA!



• Symbols and numbers easy to see. 
• All ink is meaningful. 
• Space used effectively. 
• Shows the data, not the design. 
• Avoid advertisements (no branding!). 
 

DESIGNING 




